New campus at Powai!
On 15th of February 2017, Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai inked an
agreement with MTNL (Mahanagar Telecom Nigam Limited) that leases out a part of
the organisation’s state of the art CETTM (Centre for Excellence in Telecom Training
and Management) campus at Powai to the University. This agreement has come to
fruition owing, in large measure, to unstinted support the University has been receiving
from the Government of Maharashtra, the judiciary and the academia in its endeavours.
The contract is for an initial period of three years, which may be extended further if
necessary.

Upon its relocation to the CETTM, the University will share facilities with the
distinguished institution and enhance its academic activities in a more sustainable
manner.

Quick Facts Academic Block
 Fully equipped Moot Court Halls
and Mediation and Counselling

Quick Facts Residential Block
 Spacious

double-seaters

with

attached balcony

Rooms
 Cafeteria type classrooms that
foster a culture of active learner

 Two mess halls with 500+ seating
capacity

participation
 Centrally air-conditioned premises

 Hostel

complex

features

a

sprawling lobby, a clubhouse and
swimming pool
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As per the arrangement, two floors admeasuring 26280.10 sqft. of the sprawling
CETTM tower would be made available to MNLU Mumbai. The University is excited with
the prospect of significant expansion in its scope of academic and research related
activities in its new premises.

Additionally, the agreement provides for fully furnished hostel seats numbering, for the
moment, to one hundred in the residential block of CETTM Training Hostel situated just
across the road from the CETTM tower. The licensor has further agreed to provide the
University additional 50 rooms each year as and when new batches of students join
courses. With this augmented capacity in terms of its hostel intake, MNLU Mumbai will
become a fully residential campus for the first time since its inception. Following the
takeover on 15.02.2017, the University has engaged the PWD of the Government of
Maharashtra to renovate the floors to suit its purposes. The refurbishment work is
expected to get over by May 2017.

Classes for the next academic year will commence at the CETTM premises which will
be University’s new home till it is ready to move over to the permanent campus at Gorai,
where land has been allotted by the Government of Maharashtra on 10th of June 2016.

With the problems of infrastructural facilities facing the fledgling University hereby met,
MNLU Mumbai is all set to welcome its new (third) batch of entrants through CLAT in
July 2017.
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